POETRY

The Selected Poems of Emily Dickinson / Emily Dickinson 811.4 DIC
Dark as a Midnight Dream / Fiona Waters & Zara Slattery 820.008 WAT
The Best Australian poetry 2007 / guest editor John Trater ; series editor Bronwyn Lea & Martin Duwell A821.3 BES
New Selected Poems / Les Murray A821.3 MUR
Killing the Black Dog: Essays and Poems / Les Murray A821.3 MUR
The round earth's imagined corners: a multicultural anthology of contemporary poetry / edited by Ken Watson 821.3 ROU
Poetry and prose of William Blake / Edited by Geoffrey Keynes 821.69 BLA
The Poems of Robert Browning / Robert Browning 821.8 BRO
Robert Browning http://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poet/robert-browning
Emily Dickinson http://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poet/emily-dickinson
Gerald Manley Hopkins http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/gerard-manley-hopkins
Clive James http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/clive-james

SHORT STORIES

Loss: Great Short Stories by Women / Victoria Hislop SF HISL
The Boat / Nam Le SF LE
Tales of Mystery and Imagination / Edgar Allan Poe F POE
Brokeback Mountain and other Stories / E. Annie Proulx SF PROU
A Rainbow Feast: New Asian Short Stories SF RAI
Short Stories for Inspiration: A Collection of short stories to inspire secondary students F SHOR

PLAYS

The Year of Magical Thinking / Joan Didion 812.54 DID
Doctor Faustus / Christopher Marlowe 822.3 MAR:JUM
Equus / Peter Shaffer 822.914 SCH
A doll’s house / Henrik Ibsen 839.8226 IBS
Oedipus the King / Sophocles 882.2 SOP:BLO
Medea / Euripides 882.1 EUR

The Happy Life: The Search for Contentment in the Modern World / David Malouf 158.1 MAL
Joe Cinque’s Consolation / Helen Garner 345.9470253 GAR
An inconvenient truth: the planetary emergency of global warming and what we can do about it / Al Gore 363.13 GOR
Longitude / Dava Sobel 520.092 HAR:SOB
Walden / Henry David Thoreau 810.9 THO
Father and Son / Edmund Gosse 828.8 GOS
Captain James Cook: A Biography / Richard Hough 910.92 COO:HOU
The Lost Continent: Travels in Small Town America / Bill Bryson 917.3 BRY
A walk in the woods / Bill Bryson 917.3 BRY
The Heart of the Antarctic / Ernest Shackleton 919.8904 SHA
Tuesdays with Morrie: an old man, a young man and life’s greatest lesson / Mitch Albom 920 ALBO
Wrong about Japan: a father’s journey with his son / Peter Carey 920 CAR
Coming of Age: Growing up Muslim in Australia edited by / Amra Pajalic & Demet Divoraren 920 COM
Boy: Tales from childhood / Roald Dahl 920 DAH
The Tall Man / Chloe Hooper 920 DOOM
A time of gifts: on foot to Constantinople, from the Hook of Holland to the Middle Danube / Patrick Leigh Fermor 920 FER
Soul surfer / Bethany Hamilton 920 HAMI
The Kon-Tiki Expedition / Thor Heyerdahl 920 HEYE
Mortality / Christopher Hitchens 920 HIT
Mao’s last dancer / Cunxin Li 920 LI
Almost French / Sarah Turnbull 920 TURN
Anne Frank: The Diary of a young girl / Anne Frank 940.53161 FRA
The surgeon of Crowthorne / Simon Winchester F WIN
The Conde Library may not hold all of these film texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Title</th>
<th>Director</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An inconvenient truth</td>
<td>Mao's last dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie St. Cloud</td>
<td>The Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinatown</td>
<td>Never Let Me Go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinema Paradiso</td>
<td>Philomena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>Rear Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The diving bell and the butterfly</td>
<td>Sarah's key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Exam</td>
<td>Saving Mr. Banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely loud and incredibly close</td>
<td>The secret life of Walter Mitty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First contact</td>
<td>The Seventh Seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosford Park</td>
<td>Shadow of a doubt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo</td>
<td>Stand by me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception</td>
<td>Sunset Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Indian in the cupboard</td>
<td>The Truman Show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Into the wild</td>
<td>Voyage to the bottom of the sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey to the centre of the earth</td>
<td>What ever happened to Baby Jane?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lives of others</td>
<td>Who do you think you are?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPEECHES

Great Speeches: Words that Made History
808.85 GRE

Great Speeches of the 20th Century 808.85 GRE
Speeches that Changed the World 808.85008 SPE
The Speeches of Winston Churchill / Edited by David Cannadine 941.082 CHU

Great Speeches Ryan and Associates

A Teacher Librarian’s collection of TED talks related to Discovery:
https://www.pinterest.com/nswlibraryteach/discovery-ted-talks/

The Power of Believing that You Can Improve:
https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_that_you_can_improve

For These Women, Reading is a Daring Act:
https://www.ted.com/talks/laura_boushnak_for_these_women_reading_is_a_daring_act

The rose and the dagger / Renee Ahdieh  F AHDI
I, Emma Freke / Elizabeth Atkinson  F ATKI
Persuasion / Jane Austen  F AUST
The garden of the Finzi-Continis / George Bassani  F BASS
Fahrenheit 451 / Ray Bradbury  F BRAD
Jane Eyre / Charlotte Bronte  F BRON
The people of the book / Geraldine Brooks  F BROO
Caleb's Crossing / Geraldine Brooks  F BROO
The thirty-nine steps / John Buchan  F BUCH
The awakening / Kate Chopin  F CHOP

The alchemist / Paulo Coelho  F COEL
The moonstone / Wilkie Collins  F COLL
Heart of darkness / Joseph Conrad  F CONR
Great Expectations / Charles Dickens  F DICK
Robinson Crusoe / Daniel Defoe  F DEFO
Room: a novel / Emma Donoghue  F DONO
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes; The Hound of the Baskervilles / Arthur Conan Doyle  F DOYL
The greatest man in Cedar Hole / Stephanie Doyon  F DOYO
Rebecca / Daphne Du Maurier  F DUMA
Into white silence / Anthony Eaton  F EATO
The great Gatsby / F. Scott Fitzgerald  F FITZ
Extremely loud & incredibly close / Jonathan Safran Foer  F FOER

Everything is illuminated / Jonathan Safran Foer  F FOER
A passage to India / E. M. Forster  F FORS
All that I am / Anna Funder  F FUND
Coraline / P. Craig Russell  F GAIM
The fault in our stars / John Green  F GREE
Will Grayson, Will Grayson / John Green  F GREE
The last gift / Gurnah Abdulrazak  F ABDU
Deadly Unna? / Philip Gwynne  F GWYN

The curious incident of the dog in the night-time / Mark Haddon  F HADD
King Solomon's Mines / H. Rider Haggard  F HAGG
The snows of Kilimanjaro / Ernest Hemingway  F HEMI
The rainbow troops / Hirata, Andrea  F HIRA
Never Let Me Go / Kazuo Ishiguro  F ISHI
The Portrait of a Lady / Henry James  F JAME
The ASPen papers and, The turn of the screw / Henry James  F JAME
Highways to a war / Christopher Koch  F KOCH
The human flies / Hans Olav Lahlum  F LAHL
Bye beautiful / Julia Lawrinson  F LAWR
Independent people / Haldor Laxness  F LAXN
The giver / Lois Lowry  F LOWR

Finnikin of the rock / Melina Marchetta  F MARC
Looking for Alibrandi / Melina Marchetta  F MARC
The painted veil / W. Somerset Maugham  F MAUG
Cloud Atlas / David Mitchell  F MITC
Genesis / Lara Morgan  F MORG
Big little lies / Liane Moriarty  F MORI
More than this / Patrick Ness  F NESS
Before I fall / Lauren Oliver  F OLIV
Wonder / R. J. Palacio  F PALA
The harp in the south / Ruth Park  F PARK
The bridge to Terabithia / Katherine Paterson  F PATE
Cry, The Beloved Country / Alan Paton  F PATO
All Quiet on the Western Front / Erich Maria Remarque  F REMA
Sarah's key / Tatiana de Rosnay  F ROSN
Town / James Roy  F ROY
The catcher in the rye / J. D. Salinger  F SALI
The help / Kathryn Stockett  F STOC
Gulliver's Travels / Jonathan Swift  F SWIF
The garden of evening mists / Twan Eng Tan  F TAN
The Mosquito Coast / Paul Theroux  F THER
Huckleberry Finn / Mark Twain  F TWAI
Paperboy / Vince Vawter  F VAWT
The color purple / Alice Walker  F WALK
Little Paradise / Gabrielle Wang  F WANG
The Picture Of Dorian Gray / Oscar Wilde  F WILD
Swallow the air / Tara June Winch  F WINC
Eleven kinds of loneliness / Richard Yates  F YATE
The Book Thief / Markus Zusak  F ZUSA

Gone girl / Gillian Flynn  SF FLYN
The Collector / John Fowles  SF FOWL
Cold Mountain / Charles Frazier  SF FRAZ
For today I am a boy / Kim Fu  SF FU
American gods / Neil Gaiman  SF GAIM
Maestro / Peter Goldsworthy  SF GOL
The secret river / Kate Grenville  SF GREN
Five Quarters of the Orange / Joanne Harris  SF HARR
A farewell to arms / Ernest Hemingway  SF HEMI
The kite runner / Khaled Hosseini  SF HOSS
When we were orphans / Kazuo Ishiguro  SF ISHI
Burial rites / Hannah Kent  SF KENT
On the road / Jack Kerouac  SF KERO
The Poisonwood Bible / Barbara Kingsolver  SF KING
The memory room / Christopher Koch  SF KOCH
The girl with the dragon tattoo / Steig Larsson  SF LARS
The Constant Gardener / John Le Carré  SF LECA
All the pretty horses / Cormac McCarthy  SF MCCA
The Road / Cormac McCarthy  SF MCCA
The vale girl / Nelika McDonald  SF MCDO
Love like water / Meme McDonald  SF MCDO
Atonement / Ian McEwan  SF MCEW
The husband's secret / Liane Moriarty  SF MORI
As stars fall / Christie Nieman  SF NIEM
Instructions for a heatwave / Maggie O'Farrell  SF OFAR

Anil's Ghost / Michael Ondaatje  SF ONDA
The shipping news / E. Annie Proulx  SF PROU
The god of small things / Arundhati Roy  SF ROY
The reader / Bernard Schlink  SF SCHL
The thirteenth tale / Diane Setterfield  SF SETT
Jasper Jones / Craig Silvey  SF SILV
Truth / Peter Temple  SF TEMP
The secret life of Walter Mitty, in 'That glimpse of truth: 100 of the finest short stories ever written' / James Thurber  SF THAT

Voss / Patrick White  SF WHIT
Dirt music / Tim Winton  SF WINT
Breath / Tim Winton  SF WINT
Eyre / Tim Winton  SF WINT
To the lighthouse / Virginia Woolf  SF WOOL
The collected works of A.J. Fikry / Gabrielle Zevin  SF ZEVI